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This nonfiction legal thriller traces the 14-year struggle of two lawyers to bring the most powerful
coal baron in American history to justice.Don Blankenship, head of Massey Energy since the
early 1990s, ran an industry that provides nearly half of America’s electric power. But wealth and
influence weren’t enough for Blankenship and his company, as they set about destroying
corporate and personal rivals, challenging the Constitution, purchasing the West Virginia
judiciary, and willfully disregarding safety standards in the company’s mines - mines in which
scores died unnecessarily.As Blankenship hobnobbed with a West Virginia Supreme Court
justice in France, his company polluted the drinking water of hundreds of citizens; he himself
fostered baroque vendettas against anyone who dared challenge his sovereignty over coal
country. Just about the only thing that stood in the way of Blankenship’s tyranny over a state and
an industry was a pair of odd-couple attorneys, Dave Fawcett and Bruce Stanley, who undertook
a legal quest to bring justice to this corner of America. From the backwoods courtrooms of West
Virginia they pursued their case all the way to the US Supreme Court and to a dramatic decision
declaring that the wealthy and powerful are not entitled to purchase their own brand of law.The
Price of Justice is a story of corporate corruption so far-reaching and devastating it could have
been written a hundred years ago by Ida Tarbell or Lincoln Steffens. And as Laurence Leamer
demonstrates in this captivating tale, because it’s true, it’s scarier than fiction.

“Dr. Ossian Sweet bought a house in a white neighborhood in 1925. Detroit exploded as a result,
and a largely forgotten, yet pivotal, civil rights moment in modern American history unfolded.
Kevin Boyle's vivid, deeply researched Arc of Justice is a powerful document that reads like a
Greek tragedy in black and white. The lessons in liberty and law to be learned from it are color
blind.” ―David Levering Lewis, Pulitzer Prize-winning biographer of W. E. B. Du Bois“Arc of
Justice perfectly illustrates why W.E.B. Du Bois insisted that a keen sense of drama and tragedy
is the ally, not the enemy, of clear-eyed historical analysis of race in U.S. history. By turns a crime
story and a gripping courtroom drama, a family tale and a stirring account of resistance, an
evocation of American dreams and a narration of American violence, Boyle's study takes us to
the heart of interior lives and racist social processes at a key juncture in U.S. history.” ―David
Roediger, Babcock Professor of African American Studies and History, University of Illinois,
author of Colored White: Transcending the Racial Past“What a powerful and beautiful book!
Kevin Boyle has done a great service to history with Arc of Justice. With deep research and
graceful prose, he has taken a single moment, the hot September day in 1925 when Ossian and
Gladys Sweet moved into a bungalow on Garland Avenue in Detroit, and from that woven an
amazing and unforgettable story of prejudice and justice at the dawn of America's racial
awakening.” ―David Maraniss, winner of the Pulitzer Prize and author of They Marched Into



Sunlight and When Pride Still Mattered“There are many hidden and semi-hidden and half-
forgotten markers of the civil rights movement. Kevin Boyle's careful, detailed study of a 1925
murder trial in Detroit is one such precursing marker. Arc of Justice is a necessary contribution to
what seems like an insoluble moral dilemma: race in America.” ―Paul Hendrickson, author of
Sons of Mississippi: A Story of Race and Its Legacy“A welcome book on an important case. In
Kevin Boyle's evocative account, the civil rights saga of Gladys and Ossian Sweet finally has the
home it has long deserved.” ―Philip Dray, author of At the Hands of Persons Unknown: The
Lynching of Black America“Arc of Justice is one of the most engrossing books I have ever read.
It is, at once, a poignant biography, a tour-de-force of historical detective work, a gripping
courtroom drama, and a powerful reflection on race relations in America. Better than any
historian to date, Kevin Boyle captures the tensions of the Jazz Age: a period that witnessed the
rebirth of the Ku Klux Klan and the flowering of the Harlem Renaissance; the clampdown on
immigration and the emergence of an ethnic insurgency; the crystallization of racial segregation
both north and south and the rise of the modern civil rights movement. The troubled and exciting
history of America in the 1920s comes alive in his vivid portraits of striving black physician
Ossian Sweet, charged with murder; Sweet's brilliant legal team led by the incomparable
Clarence Darrow; his tireless advocates James Weldon Johnson and Walter White; and trial
judge and future Supreme Court justice Frank Murphy. Arc of Justice is a masterpiece.”
―Thomas J. Sugrue, Bicentennial Class of 1940 Professor of History, University of
Pennsylvania, author of the Bancroft Prize-winning, Origins of the Urban CrisisAbout the
AuthorKevin Boyle, a professor of history at Ohio State University, is the author of The UAW and
the Heyday of American Liberalism, 1945-1968. A former associate professor at the University of
Massachusetts, he is also the recipient of fellowships from the Guggenheim Foundation, the
National Endowment for the Humanities, and the American Council of Learned Societies.He
lives in Bexley, Ohio.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.ONEWHERE
DEATH WAITSThe streets of Detroit shimmered with heat. Most years, autumn arrived the first
week of September. Not in 1925. Two days past Labor Day and the sun blazed like July. Heat
curled up from the asphalt, wrapped around telephone poles and streetlight stanchions, drifted
past the unmarked doors of darkened speakeasies, seeped through windows thrown open to
catch a breeze, and settled into the city’s flats and houses where it lay, thick and oppressive, as
afternoon edged into evening.1Detroit had been an attractive place in the nineteenth century, a
medium-size midwestern city made graceful by its founders’ French design. Five broad
boulevards radiated outward like the spokes of a wheel—one each running east, northeast,
north, northwest, and west—from the compact downtown. Detroit’s grand promenades, these
boulevards were lined with the mansions of the well-to-do, mammoth stone churches, imposing
businesses, and exclusive clubs. Between the boulevards lay Detroit’s neighborhoods, row after
row of modest single-family homes interspersed with empty lots, waiting for the development
that boosters continually claimed was coming but never seemed to arrive.2The auto boom
changed everything. Plenty of cities had automakers in the early days, but Detroit had the young



industry’s geniuses, practical men seduced by the beauty of well-ordered mechanical systems
and fascinated by the challenge of efficiency. German and French manufacturers had invented
automobiles in the 1870s. It was Detroit’s brilliance to reinvent them. In the early days of the
twentieth century, the city’s aspiring automakers had disassembled the European-made
horseless carriages, studying every part, tinkering with the designs, searching for ways to make
them work more smoothly and to manufacture them more cheaply. By 1914, when Henry Ford
unveiled his restructured Highland Park plant north of downtown, the process was complete.
Ford had created a factory as complex as the automobile itself, floor after floor full of machines
intricately designed and artfully arranged to make and assemble auto parts faster than anyone
thought possible. Three hundred thousand Model T’s rolled out of the factory that year,
inexpensive, elegantly simple, utterly dependable cars for ordinary folk like Ford himself.3Ford’s
triumph triggered the industrial version of a gold rush. Other manufacturers grabbed great
parcels of land for factories. The Dodge Brothers, John and Horace, started work on a complex
large enough to rival Ford’s on the northeast side; Walter Chrysler built a sprawling plant on the
far reaches of the east side, near the Detroit River; Walter O. Briggs scattered a series of
factories across the city. Aspiring entrepreneurs filled the side streets with tiny machine shops
and parts plants that they hoped would earn them a cut of seemingly unending profits. The
frenzy transformed Detroit itself into a great machine. By 1925, its grand boulevards were
shadowed by stark factory walls and canopied by tangles of telephone lines and streetcar
cables. Once fine buildings were now enveloped in a perpetual haze from dozens of coal-fired
furnaces.4More than a decade had passed since Henry Ford, desperate to keep his workers on
the line, doubled their wages to an unprecedented five dollars a day. Word of Detroit’s high-
paying jobs had shot through Pennsylvania mining camps, British shipyards, Mississippi
farmhouses, and peasant villages from Sonora to Abruzzi. Tens of thousands of working people
poured into the city, lining up at the factory gates, looking for their share of the machinists’
dream. Eleven years on, they were still coming. In 1900, when Ford was first organizing his
company, Detroit had 285,000 people living within its city limits. By 1925, it had 1.25 million. Only
New York, Chicago, and Philadelphia were bigger, and Detroit was rapidly closing the gap.
“Detroit is Eldorado,” wrote an awed magazine reporter. “It is staccato American. It is shockingly
dynamic.”5And it was completely overwhelming. While the auto magnates retreated to the
serenity of their sparkling new suburban estates, working people struggled to hold on to a sliver
of space somewhere in Detroit’s vast grid of smoke gray side streets. In the center city, where
Negroes and the poorest immigrants lived, two, three, or more families shared tiny workmen’s
cottages built generations before. Single men jammed into desperately overcrowded rooming
houses, sleeping in shifts so that landlords could double the fees they collected for the privilege
of eight hours’ rest on flea-infested mattresses. Beyond the inner ring, a mile or so from
downtown, the nineteenth-century city gradually gave way to a sprawl of new neighborhoods.
First came vast tracts of flats and jerry-rigged houses for those members of the working class
lucky enough to find five-dollar-a-day jobs. Immigrants clustered on the east side of the city, the



native-born on the west side, all of them paying premium prices for homes slapped up amid
factories, warehouses, and railroad yards or along barren streetscapes. Workers’ neighborhoods
blended almost imperceptibly into areas dominated by craftsmen and clerks, Detroit’s solid
middle strata, who struggled mightily to afford the tiny touches that set them apart from the
masses: a bit of distance from the factory gates, a patch of grass front and back. Finally, out near
the suburbs’ borders lay pockets of comfortable middle-class houses, miniature versions of the
mock Tudors and colonial revivals favored by the upper crust, so beyond the means of most
Detroiters it wasn’t even worth the effort of dreaming about them.6Garland Avenue sat squarely
in the middle range, four miles east of downtown, halfway between the squalor of the inner city
and the splendor of suburban Grosse Pointe. Despite its name, it wasn’t an avenue at all. It was
just a side street, two miles of pavement running straight north from Jefferson Avenue, Detroit’s
southeastern boulevard, to Gratiot Avenue, the northeastern boulevard.In 1900, Garland was
nothing more than a plan on a plat book, but developers had raced to fill it in. To squeeze out
every bit of space, they cut the street into long blocks, broken by cross streets that could serve
as business strips. Then they sliced each block into twenty or thirty thin lots 35 feet wide and
125 feet deep. A few plots were sold to families who wanted to build their own homes, the way
working people always used to do. On the remaining lots, developers built utilitarian houses for
the middling sort: long, narrow wood-frame, two-family flats, one apartment up, another down,
each with its own entrance off a porch that ran the length of the front. Behind each house was a
small yard, barely big enough for a garden, leading out to the alleyway; in front was a postage-
stamp lawn running from the porch to the spindly elms planted at curb-side. Only a few feet of
open space separated one building from another, a space so small that, from the right angle, the
houses seemed to fade one into another, much as one machine seemed to fade into another
along an assembly line.7The people who lived up and down the street didn’t have the education,
the credentials, or the polish of the lawyers, accountants, and college professors who lived in the
city’s outer reaches. But they had all the attributes necessary to keep themselves out of the inner
city, and that’s what mattered most. Of course, they were white, each and every one. The vast
majority of them were American born, and the few foreigners living on the street came from
respectable stock; they were Germans, Englishmen, Irishmen, and Scotsmen, not the Poles or
Russians or Greeks who filled so much of the east side. Some of them were native Detroiters,
and virtually all the rest had come to the city from other northern states, so they knew how to
make their way in the big city: they understood how to work their way into the trades, how to use
a membership in the Masons or the Odd Fellows to pry open employment-office doors, how to
flash a bit of fast talk to sway a reluctant buyer.8Such advantages helped the people of Garland
find solid jobs, a blessing in a city that burned through workingmen, then tossed them aside. A
minority of the men worked as salesmen, teachers, and shop clerks, the sort of jobs that didn’t
pay particularly well but kept the hands clean. A few more were craftsmen, the elite of the
working class, trained in metal work or carpentry or machine repair and fiercely proud of the
knowledge they carried under their cloth caps. Many more had clawed their way to the top rung



of factory labor. They were foremen, inspectors, supervisors, men who spent their days in the
noise and dirt of the shop floor making sure that others did the backbreaking, mind-numbing
work required to keep shiny new cars flowing out of the factories.9Most of the women worked at
home. They rose early to make husbands and boarders breakfasts sufficient to steel them for a
day of work, then bustled children off to school—the youngest to Julia Ward Howe Elementary, a
brooding two-story brick building at the intersection of Garland and Charlevoix, three blocks
north of Jefferson; the older ones to Foch Middle School and Southeastern High. Mornings and
afternoons were spent shopping and sweeping and washing clothes streaked with machine oil
and alley dirt. Their evenings were devoted to cooking and cleaning dishes while their husbands
relaxed with the newspaper or puttered out in the garage.No matter how many advantages the
families along Garland Avenue enjoyed, though, it was always a struggle to hold on. Housing
prices had spiraled upward so fearfully the only way a lot of folks could buy a flat or a house was
to take on a crippling burden of debt. The massive weight of double mortgages or usurious land
contracts threatened to crack family budgets. Men feared the unexpected assault on incomes
that at their best barely co...Read more
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Jana L.Perskie, “A riveting true story of the nascent Civil Rights Movement.. Kevin Boyle, a
history professor, and National Book Award-winning author of "Arc of Justice: A Saga of Civil
Rights, and Murder in the Jazz Age," has written the best true crime book I have ever read,
including Truman Capote's "In Cold Blood." A Detroit native, Boyle tells one of the city's most
important civil rights episodes - the September night in 1925 when black people took up arms to
defend their home from a white mob. His narrative of the sensational murder trial, which ignited
the Civil Rights Movement, is electrifying! Boyle's research is meticulous. He interweaves the
incidents leading up to the murder, the police investigation, and the courtroom drama of the trial,
with history that documents the volatile America of the 1920's. He re-creates the Sweet family's
inspirational journey from slavery through the Great Migration to the middle class. "Arc Of
Justice" reads like a suspense thriller! I was riveted to the page. I thought I was relatively well
informed about the Civil Rights Movement. However, I was amazed at how little I did know,
especially about the period before the mid-1950's. I learned so much from this book about the
significant and fascinating history of the Great Migration and many of the events which took
place afterwards, especially in the North during the 1920's."I have always been interested in the
colored people. I had lived in America because I wanted to...The ancestors of the Negroes came
here because they were captured in Africa and brought to America in slave ships, and had been
obliged to toil for three hundred years without reward. When they were finally freed from slavery
they were lynched in court and out of court, and driven into mean, squalid outskirts and shanties
because they were black....I realize that defending Negroes, even in the North, was no boy's job,
although boys were usually given the responsibility."With these words, Attorney Clarence
Darrow, a civil libertarian, best known for defending John T. Scopes in the so-called "Monkey
Trial," agreed to act as co-defense counsel for Dr. and Mrs. Ossian Sweet, as well as two of the
doctor's brothers, Otis and Henry Sweet and seven of their friends and colleagues. They were all
accused of conspiracy to commit murder, and murder in the first degree. The young, upright
Sweet family's real crime was to buy a bungalow in a previously all-white working class
neighborhood in Detroit, and move into their home, on September 8, 1925. A few friends and
relatives helped them make the move and volunteered to remain with the family in case of
trouble.When rumors circulated of the purchase of the house on Garland Ave. by a Negro family,
a new neighborhood improvement association was quickly formed. The newly appointed
secretary arranged for a meeting to be held in the local school auditorium. The crowd of middle
class whites attending overflowed the large room. This new organization was one of many
neighborhood associations established across America, at that time, which "unleashed real
estate market's arsenal of discriminatory practices, trying to impose restrictive constraints." The
principal speaker for the meeting was a representative from another local group that had
successfully driven African American, Dr. Alexander Turner, from his new home the month
before. The message, "keep Garland safe from colored invasion."The grandson of run-away



slaves, Ossian Sweet put himself through college and medical school by stoking coal and
waiting tables. Howard University, where he studied medicine, was the nation's preeminent black
university. Although he had achieved the long-held dreams of his family, to become a respected
member of the middle class, he still had terrifying memories from his childhood in Florida, of
lynchings and unspeakable violence against black people. His childhood fears, exacerbated by
his new neighbors' threats, propelled the doctor to invite his brothers and some friends to keep
watch with him in case violence broke out. Sweet was well aware that his country was deeply
divided, seething with hatred of minorities, (blacks in particular). The burgeoning presence of the
Ku Klux Klan in the North, (by 1924, Detroit's Klan had 35,000 members), with their very public
and menacing rallies, was extremely threatening. The summer of 1925 had been particularly hot.
There was racial violence almost everywhere in urban Detroit. By the night of September 8, the
tension in his neighborhood was palpable. Although frightened, Sweet thought he was ready to
defend his home. He prepared himself for the expected mob and bought nine guns and enough
ammunition for himself and the others, to be used only if necessary. He also notified the Detroit
police of his planned move and asked for protection. The Sweet's infant daughter stayed at his
wife's mother's home.A crowd of 100 to 150 people gathered in front of the Sweet house for
much of the night of September 8, but except for one barrage of rocks thrown against the house,
no violence occurred. The next evening Gladys Sweet worked in the kitchen preparing a meal,
while Ossian and his acquaintances played cards. At one point, they looked out the windows to
see a swelling crowd filling the area surrounding their home - nearly 1000 people. According to
the Sweets, stones began flying. The eleven people, shut up in the house on Garland Ave. were
very nervous and afraid. Threats of violence and racial epithets were audible. Ossian Sweet said
later, "the whole situation filled me with an appalling fear - a fear that no one could comprehend
but a Negro, and that Negro, one who knew the history behind his people."After rocks smashed
through an upstairs window, shots were fired from the Sweet home. One of the bullets struck
thirty-three-year-old Leon Breiner in the back as he stood nearby. Another man lay with a bullet
wound to the leg. Six policeman, (who had been present at the time of the shooting, but did
nothing to restrain the mob), entered the Sweet home and arrested the eleven occupants,
including Gladys Sweet. At police headquarters, the Sweets and their friends were told, for the
first time, that a man had been killed and another wounded. An assistant prosecutor informed
them that he planned to recommend first degree murder warrants against all eleven, and then
promptly jailed them.From her jail cell, Gladys proclaimed, "Though I suffer and am torn loose
from my fourteen-month-old baby, I feel it is my duty to the womanhood of my race. If I am freed I
shall return and live at my home on Garland Avenue."Author Boyle describes, brilliantly, how the
end of WWI launched the Great Migration of Negroes from the rural South to the urban North.
"There were 5700 blacks living in Detroit in 1910, 91,000 in New York City. Fifteen years later,
Detroit had 81,000 black citizens, NYC almost 300,000." By 1925, Americans were deeply
divided by hatred for those who were "different;" those who were not white and Protestant.This
popular history, which explores the politics of racism and the bitter battles within the nascent



Civil Rights movement, compels the reader to keep turning the pages. The writing is fluid,
intelligent and lyrical at times. "Arc Of Justice's" conclusion will, shock and surprise. There are 8
pages of color photographs included. This is one book I will keep and recommend highly to
others. Kudos!JANA”

Rebecca Dobrinski, “Race Relations in the Early 20th Century. In Arc of Justice, Kevin Boyle
examines the volatile nature of race relations in early twentieth century Detroit through the lens
of the experiences of Dr. Ossian Sweet. The majority of readers are most likely unaware of Dr.
Sweet and his life. This narrative provides a unique and personal perspective on race relations
and the infiltration of the Ku Klux Klan into a northern city, especially when people consider the
Klan as a southern affectation.Boyle took the reader on a literal and figurative journey from
Bartow, Florida, to Detroit, Michigan, with stops along the way in Xenia, Ohio, and Washington,
D.C. Ossian Sweet was raised in Bartow, on the other “side of the tracks.” The eldest surviving
child of former slaves Henry and Dora Sweet, Ossian learned early the value of hard work as
well as the lesson of the cruelty of his fellow human beings. Early on, the Sweets knew they
wanted more for their children than sharecropping in the South. In his early teens Ossian began
attending Wilberforce University in Xenia. There he received an extensive education resulting in
a bachelor’s degree, which led him to medical school at Howard University in Washington. While
at Wilberforce, Ossian spent summers working in Detroit and, after graduating from Howard,
opted to return to Detroit to start practicing medicine.While the Sweets – Ossian, his wife
Gladys, and brothers Otis and Henry – are at the center of the story, Boyle showed that it was
about more than the people involved. Once Ossian and Gladys returned from a year-long trip
through Europe, one that enhanced Ossian’s medical education and allowed him to study under
Anton von Eiselsberg in Vienna and Marie Curie in Paris, the couple stayed with Gladys’s
parents in order to save the down payment for a home of their own. Gladys fell in love with a
house on Garland Avenue, a house in a traditionally white part of town. It was the house on
Garland Avenue that began the Sweets’ legal troubles.The legal plight of the Sweet brothers
compels readers to examine a wide variety of issues urban areas had to deal with after the Civil
War. Migration and integration are at the forefront of the changes Detroit and many other
northern cities dealt with in the early 1900s. African Americans from the former Confederate
states continued to migrate north with hopes of earning money and respect. At the same time,
southern Europeans migrated into the United States looking for a better life than they
experienced. Both groups lured by stories of fortunes being made in the automobile industry
and tried to integrate themselves into life in the city.People need places to live, and those
migrating to Detroit were no exception. Unfortunately, especially for African Americans, there
were few options. Although not mandated by law, segregation was enforced by tradition and
more often by violence. This violence, organized by local “Improvement Associations,” was
apparent throughout Detroit. It was through these Improvement Associations that the Ku Klux
Klan made their inroads into northern cities.Not surprisingly, the Sweets did not escape this



violence when they moved to Garland Avenue. Ossian Sweet, filled with memories of violence at
the hands of southern white supremacists, organized a group of men to help him defend his
home. This group included friends, former classmates, and his brothers. Once the white mob
began throwing stones and inflicting damage to the Sweet house, the men opened fire, killing
one white man and injuring another. That same night, the Sweets and their friends were arrested
and their plight became national news, even attracting the attention of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) and renowned attorney Clarence
Darrow.Boyle used the Epilogue to describe the affects the Sweet cases had on the plight of
urban race relations. The NAACP continued to fight Jim Crow laws and practices in the courts,
from local venues to the US Supreme Court. Frank Murphy propelled himself from judge to
mayor and eventually to the Supreme Court as well. Some attorneys went back to their usual
practices, others continued to fight for justice. The Sweet brothers endured their share of ups
and downs. Gladys contracted tuberculosis while incarcerated and later infected their daughter,
who died shortly after her second birthday. Gladys also passed away at a young age. Henry
earned his law degree and worked with the NAACP, but also died early from tuberculosis
contracted in prison. Ossian became the financial success he always dreamed. However, that
success did not last and he never really had a satisfying personal life again either. On the eve of
the Civil Rights movement in 1960, Ossian committed suicide.The story of the Sweets' struggles
in Detroit contributes to the historiography of urban race relations in both the North and the
South. However, Boyle could have provided more analysis of the influences this trial had on race
relations both in Detroit as well as other northern cities. He mentioned what seemed to be a
common origin of organized violence, the local “Improvement Association,” but does not
expound on whether or not this was a frequent phenomenon. The majority of Boyle’s analysis
comes in the Prologue and adding additional context would have helped instill the importance of
the Sweets’ cases on Civil Rights history.”

Alan Fein, “great history. Great recounting of the 1920sMany of its problems still remain to be
solvedExcellent writingMuch of it unknown to most students of history”

Karen Garst, “We have a long way to go. Boyle’s meticulous research allows him to right about
Ossian Sweet’s trial as if he were there. Once the trial started, I couldn’t put it down.”

Bunny in Pittsburgh, “Our book club was blown away by the horror of the time when hatred blew
across our country like a plague. Kevin Boyle presents a very respectful and vivid history of a
single episode of absolute prejudice in the early to mid-20s. Our book club was blown away by
the horror of the time when hatred blew across our country like a plague. The biggest horror is
that this shameful part of U.S. history is not taught, and our parents and grandparents were so
terribly ignorant of the events that were every day fears and terrors to, especially, African
Americans, but also to Irish, eastern Europeans and others who didn't fit the WASP stereotype.



We knew so little of the struggles of the era and virtually nothing of specific incidents. A very
interesting thing to me is that the central figure in the book, Dr. Ossian Sweet, is not particularly
likeable (by the reader or, seemingly, by Kevin Boyle) and so our empathy for Sweet is
secondary to those others who stood with him and for him. Thank goodness for the giant minds
and hearts of this striving for civil rights, and that finally justice began to gain a foothold. It
seems almost miraculous that any movement forward was possible. There remains much to be
done.  A worthy read.”

Nauticaldoll, “A look at what people went through. The Book is a very easy read. It gives you
insight as to what People went through to get their Freedoms. How they fought for respect and
fought for America.”

R Helen, “A brilliant book!. Although somewhat apologetic, Kevin Boyle's book "Arc of Justice" is
the story of one black man's attempt to overcome the powerful forces of racism and buy a home
in an all white neighborhood in Detroit. While using Sweet's personal story as an example, Boyle
traces the history of racial tensions, first in the Reconstruction South and then in the supposedly
more race-friendly North, while focusing most specifically on the issue of housing discrimination.
Although Ossian Sweet never wanted to be a symbol for his people, it falls upon him when he
and his friends are forced to defend his house on the first two nights after he moves in. When
one of them shoots and kills one of the white mob congregating outside Ossian's home, he, his
wife, and nine others are brought to trial for murder. What follows is a fascinating exposition of
the legal and racial issues facing Ossian and his friends, and an exciting courtroom drama with
Clarence Darrow in the lead. Boyle is an excellent writer and the book reads quickly and easily. It
is a story both tragic and triumphant. I nearly cried in the end. For anyone who thinks that racism
and segregation are exclusively Southern phenomenon, this book will surely enlighten the
reader to the true reality of racism in the North. And if you think that today its pretty much a thing
of the past, this book will show you that "segregation" has little improved since the 1920s. A
sobering thought for all of us.”

gaditano, “                   .                                                     
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                                                                                 
                        ‘A time to kill'              ”



The book by Kevin Boyle has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 374 people have provided feedback.
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